SKYFLIGHT
Flight Planning Service

HELICOPTERS DIVISION

SKYFLIGHT MOBILE SERVICE
PLAN, PERFORM, ASSESS
ELEVATE YOUR FLIGHT SAFETY
Skyflight Mobile Service enables you to plan, perform and analyze your flight
missions starting from the ground, reducing time and complexity, performing a
complete safety assessment, optimizing costs and increasing missions’ effectiveness.
Wherever you are, through your iPad you will be provided with relevant aviation
information, a real-time stream of weather and environmental data, which are used
in conjunction with the Leonardo Helicopters aircraft performance data.
The essential tools for the route planning still remain available when Skyflight
Mobile Service is offline.

ADDED VALUE FOR YOUR MISSIONS
Plan your route and perform “What-if analysis”
Make informed decisions using real time data
Save time and effort with weight and balance and aircraft
performance calculations at the push of a button
Create Flight Reports
Save, share and re-use your planning data via the cloud
Safety is also granted with the Flight Risk Assessment
functionality.

PUBLICATIONS

Upload the
Publications and
link with other
Leonardo Helicopters
applications

UPDATE

Keep aeronautical and
performance data up
to date

FLEET W&B

FLIGHT RISK
ASSESMENT

Associate a level of
risk to the planned
flight. Developed
following EASA and
FAA standards

DEBRIEFING

Re-play your
flight path on the
Skyflight map

Manage the weight
and center of gravity
for each helicopter

PLANNING

Plan the flight path
and calculate a deep
"What-if analysis" for
all flight phases

PERFORMANCE

Calculate the H/C
point-performance in
all conditions at vary
of all inputs

CAT A

Calculate and view
all the CAT A key
data in a single
comprehensive view

NAVIGATION

View the GPS position
and the flight track

UPLOAD

PAC/EPC

Perform the
automated engine
power assurance
checks

Prepare and upload
data in the helicopters
on‑board system
through Wi-Fi
connection

Explore the full family of Skyflight's solutions:
discover
Skyflight Mission Planning System

Please contact us for more information at the following email address:
skyight.support@leonardocompany.com
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